We present a self-stabilizing optimal (in terms of the distance) local routing algorithm (SOLR) for a wireless mobile ad hoc network. The distance may represent various metrics, including the real distance and the number of hops. The optimal routing for any node is computed for t closest nodes (called t-set) where t is an application-dependent parameter and is decided in advance. The locality is defined with respect to the t-set, not with respect to the direct neighbours. Our protocol is a particular case of distance vector routing protocol, where the number of entries in the routing table is limited to t. A self-stabilizing system has the ability to automatically recover to normal behaviour in case of transient faults without a centralized control. Each node can start in some arbitrary state and with no knowledge of the network architecture, but still eventually computes a correct routing table for the nodes in its t-set. If we assume that the t-set represents the set of destinations for which the shortest path needs to be computed, SOLR becomes an optimal ondemand routing protocol. It can be extended to a global routing protocol by using features specific to other protocols (e.g. hierarchical routing, cluster routing, interval routing, etc.).
INTRODUCTION
Wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) have no fixed network infrastructure (nodes are free to change their position), but have individually addressable nodes (nodes have unique IDs). A routing protocol must be designed specifically for use in multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks of mobile nodes, allowing the network to be completely self-organizing and self-configuring, without the need for any existing network infrastructure or administration.
Each node maintains a routing table that needs to be updated dynamically in a small interval of time in case of topology changes (node/link addition and/or failure, or change of distance between nodes). The network should be able to selforganize, i.e. starting from an arbitrary state, it should be able to eventually (preferably in a short time) update the routing tables.
We use the concept of 'self-stabilization' [1 -5] to design a self-stabilizing optimal local routing protocol, called SOLR. A self-stabilizing system has the ability to automatically recover to normal behaviour in case of transient faults. Regardless of the starting system state (initial state of the nodes and initial messages in the channels), each node eventually builds a correct routing table with optimal routing information about its t closest nodes. Being self-stabilizing, our algorithm can deal with the topology changes.
Related work
Many routing protocols have been proposed for traditional wireless ad hoc networks [6 -12] . However, none of the protocols deals with all of the following problems: arbitrary initialization, frequent topology changes, possible non-existent global IDs, optimal routing and fast access to the routing tables by higher layer protocols.
In destination-sequenced distance vector (DSDV) protocol [10] , entries of the routing tables are exchanged among neighbours, thus creating a huge overhead of messages. The improved solutions reduced this overhead, but may allow non-existent ID's in the tables and cycles among the existing nodes.
Dynamic source routing (DSR) protocol [8] is based on the source routing method-the complete routing information is inserted into the packets on-demand. Thus, the cycles cannot THE COMPUTER JOURNAL, VOL. 50 NO. 2, 2007 occur and non-existent nodes cannot appear in the routing tables. However, it does not consider frequent topology changes affecting the existing routes-wrong distances due to wrong initialization or faults may not get corrected, and it works for upto about 200 nodes.
Temporally ordered routing algorithm (TORA) [9] adapts quickly to topology changes, but at the cost of optimality and memory requirements for the routing table. Sub-optimal routes are considered. Multiple paths are maintained for the same source -destination pairs. The system and traffic dependent adaptive routing algorithm (STARA) [7] assumes proper initialization of the system.
Ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) protocol [11] uses distance messages among nodes to create and maintain multi-paths and a lifetime associated with each entry in the routing table. The only drawback is that fast topology changes related to the current shortest paths are not considered and corrected immediately. The algorithm has a longer latency for route establishment compared to DSDV. The entries are updated when the lifetime expires. If the lifetime is short and reply messages RREP are received from the desired set of nodes, then the nodes may have up-to-date information (available to the higher level protocols). If the lifetime is long, then the information may not be up-to-date.
Authenticated routing for ad hoc networks (ARAN) algorithm [6, 12] assumes correct initialization. A permanent server offers cryptographic certificates to all the nodes that want to join the wireless network. Thus, the server is assumed to never crash and be never disconnected from the rest of the network.
A system is self-stabilizing [2, 3] when, 'regardless of its initial state, it is guaranteed to arrive at a legitimate state in a finite number of steps'. Self-stabilizing topology update problems are discussed in refs. [13, 14] . A distributed selfconfiguring and self-healing algorithm for multi-hop wireless networks modelled as a honeycomb grid is proposed in ref. [15] .
The closest to our work is the protocol C of ref. [16] . Nesterenko and Arora [16] have proposed three routing protocols (maintenance of the shortest path tree rooted at some base station). Protocol A rebuilds the entire tree every timeout period by discarding all the previously collected data. Protocol B incrementally constructs the tree based on collected data. Protocol C is a hybrid of the protocols A and B. The base station (i.e. the 0-level broadcaster) broadcasts update messages with a hop count. This message is discarded after a certain time has expired. The timeout is implemented by using the hop count. The processes that discard the messages become the next level broadcasters. If one considers a legitimate state, i.e. a state in which all the nodes have correct routing data, then only protocol C is self-stabilizing. Even by appending sequence numbers to the update messages, the protocol A is not self-stabilizing since the set of legitimate states is not closed in protocol A. Protocol B is not self-stabilizing because it does not have the convergence property (has counting-to-infinity and loop problems).
There are two differences between our protocol and Protocol C [16] . First, in C a hop count in a message is used for forwarding/discarding the message, whereas in our algorithm a message is discarded/forwarded only for updating the routing table (thus fewer messages are forwarded using our protocol). Second, we limit the number of nodes by the distance up to which the data is collected (from n to t). That is how we avoid the counting-to-infinity and loop problems. Another advantage of limiting the number of destinations in the routing table is the reduction on the number of messages forwarded by a node (a node forwards a message only when the message could affect the routing table).
Contributions
We propose an SOLR algorithm that can work in a mobile asynchronous network. The optimal routing is done within the t-neighbourhood of each node. Each node starts in some arbitrary state, executes the same code and builds a routing table for its t closest nodes.
The value of t represents the maximum number of destinations a node needs to maintain shortest paths to. The value of t is application-dependent and decided in advance. t is n 2 1 (where n is the upper bound on the maximum number of nodes in the network) when each node needs to know the shortest paths to all other nodes. t is less than n when nodes need to know the network only partially.
By limiting the number of nodes to which routing is considered, we avoid the counting-to-infinity and loop problems. If they occur, in finite time the corresponding entries are removed, since there is a competition (based on the distance) among the nodes to stay in the routing table. This competition combined with an expiration for each entry also removes nonexisting nodes from a routing table.
Assuming that all the local computation times are zero, the stabilization time (the maximum time for the system to reach a legal state starting from an arbitrary state) is O(d) units. The space complexity per node of SOLR is O((t þ d)log(n)) bits (where d is the node degree) with a total of O(n(t þ D)log(n)) bits (where D is the maximum node degree) for the whole network. Assuming that all the local computation times are zero, the stabilization time of the SOLR algorithm is O(d) time units (where d is the network diameter, defined in number of hops).
Our algorithm can be extended to obtain an optimal on-demand routing by considering the set of nodes for which the shortest paths are desired instead of the t-set. Also, a global routing protocol with local optimality can be obtained by adding to SOLR features specific to other protocols (e.g. hierarchical routing, cluster routing, interval routing, etc.). In Section 2, we define the modeland self-stabilization. Section 3 includes the distributed self-stabilizing local routing algorithm SOLR. We then prove the correctness of the algorithm in Section 4 and give some concluding remarks in Section 5.
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PRELIMINARIES
Nodes have unique ID's. They know only their direct neighbours, and can distinguish them. There is only one process per node. A distributed program is a finite set of guarded actions of the form , label . , guard . ! , statement . . A statement can be executed if and only if its guard, a boolean expression, is true. A process is enabled if at least one of its guards is true.
To model the behaviour of an asynchronous system, we consider a distributed daemon: in every execution step, if one or more processes are enabled, then the daemon chooses a non-empty subset of the enabled processes to execute. Once a process is selected, then one of its enabled actions is non-deterministically selected and its statement is executed. The selected statement is executed in one atomic step. We assume a weakly fair daemon-a continuously enabled process will be eventually chosen by the daemon to execute.
Each process has a local state defined by its variables. The global state of the system (configuration) is the union of the local state of the processes and the messages on the links. Given C, the set of all possible states, and a predicate P over C, we denote by L P # C the set of all legitimate states with respect to P, or simply, the set of all legitimate states. An execution e is a maximal sequence of configurations, e ¼ c 1 , c 2 , . . . such that 8i 1, c i [ C, and c i is reached from c i21 by executing some guarded action. A set of states S # C is called closed, if any execution starting from a state in S reaches states only in S (as long as no topology changes occur during the execution). An attractor is a set of states that 'attracts' another set of states for any possible computation starting from any of the 'attracting' states. DEFINITION 2.1 (CLOSED ATTRACTOR). Let C 1 and C 2 be subsets of C. C 2 is a closed attractor for C 1 if and only if, for any initial state c 1 in C 1 , for any execution e ¼ c 1 , c 2 , . . . , there exists i 1 such that for any j i, c j [ C 2 , and C 2 is closed.
DEFINITION 2.2 (SELF-STABILIZATION).
A system S is called self-stabilizing if and only if there exists a predicate P such that L P is a subset of legitimate states and L P is a closed attractor for C.
In order to compute the time complexity, we consider a time unit as the time elapsed between the transmission of a message and the reception of that message by the receiver. The main idea of the algorithm is the following. Every process v periodically sends a message (DIST) containing its ID and distance to itself (i.e. 0). A process v upon receiving a message DIST(id, dist id ) from a neighbour nbr = id, adds to dist id its distance to nbr and computes this distance. The distance is stored in the routing table, and is compared with other received distances, together with the neighbour (parent) on the shortest path. Process v updates the distance to some other process u and/or the parent if (1) a smaller value is received, or (2) a different value is received from the stored parent. Then process v forwards the message to all the other neighbours.
Only two types of messages are sent by a process: a message that is a DIST message generated by the process itself (contains process ID and distance 0), or a message that has updated the routing table (it came from another process that is included in the routing table, and the distance to that process is less than or equal to the current distance).
To remove non-existent processes from the routing table, we use an expiration value for each entry. Upon timeout, the corresponding entry is deleted. When an entry is compared due to the receipt of a DIST message, the expiration is updated to some value called expiration. Otherwise, the entries with the correct shortest distance will be removed because they will not change in the future.
We define a total ordering relation v based on the distance of v from all other processes as follows: given any two distinct processes x and y, x v y iff either dist(x, v) , dist(y, v) or dist(x, v) ¼ dist(y, v) and ID(x) , ID(y).
DEFINITION 3.1 (T-SET).
The t-set of a process v (represented as S v (t)) is the set of its closest t processes based on the process ordering v .
Note that a member of the t-set of a process v may not be its direct neighbour because the t-set is based on the distance, not on the immediate neighbourhood. Consider the 10-process arbitrary network in Figure 1 . The 5-set of process 1,
If a process v finds that process x is within the smallest t values (breaking ties by using process ID's), v adds x in its routing table. If the routing table is full, the process holding the longest distance (breaking ties by using process ID's) 
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(variable ID_max) is selected. If x v ID_max, then x is added and ID_max is eliminated.
The initial values of dist variables may be incorrect. The messages in the channel may be corrupted too. If the dist value is incorrect but larger than the correct value, it will be eventually corrected by smaller values. But, if the value is smaller, simple comparison is not enough to correct the value. To tackle this situation, we use the neighbour (nbr) variable. Whenever nbr forwards some distance value for that particular process, that value supersedes the current dist value regardless of whether the value is smaller or larger. Eventually, dist converges to the shortest distance.
In Figure 2 , v (incorrectly) thinks (via w 1 ) that u is at the distance 10. Later, when v receives and calculates the (correct) distance 17 to u via w 1 , v replaces the smaller but incorrect distance of 10 by the correct distance of 17 in R v .
Loops can exist in the routing table as a result of an arbitrary initialization. Since the routing table in a process keeps track of only the t closest processes, the counting-to-infinity and loop problems are avoided. Given a process v, if there exists a loop on the current path between v and another process u stored in the t-set of v, the distance to process u will continuously increase until it reaches a certain limit. Process u will then be discarded from the routing table of v (see the definition of t-set).
The process selects in its t-set the t closest processes and stores information about them in the routing table, called R. The routing table R contains the following fields: id (destination ID), nbr (the neighbour on the current shortest path towards id), dist (the current shortest distance towards id) and expiration (expiration time for the entry).
We use some functions in the algorithm. Ids(R) returns all the IDs (field id) in R, or null if R is empty. Retrieve(R, id) returns the element of R with the given id if it exists, or null otherwise. Delete(id, R) removes the element with id from R, if it exists. Max_dist(R) selects the process ID from R that is at the maximum distance. Newcell(R, id, dist, nbr, expiration) creates a new cell in R with the values specified.
Notation v [ R indicates v [ Ids(R) and R[id] implies Retrieve(R, id) (e.g. R[u].nbr means (Retrieve(R, u)).nbr).
Periodically (Action 1.01), a DIST message is sent to the neighbours with distance equal to 0. The frequency of this broadcast is decided by timeout 1 . Each process, upon receiving a DIST message, adds the length of the direct link connecting to the sender (Action 1.03). The length of the link can change as processes move. Therefore, we use the local function length to keep the current length of that particular link up-to-date.
When a neighbour leaves or fails (Action 1.02), its entry is deleted from R together with all the other processes that were reachable via the deleted process.
All entries in R are checked for expiration (Action 1.04). If expired, the entry is deleted (macro CHECK). The frequency of this check is decided by timeout 2 .
Some lower and upper bounds for timeout 1 and timeout 2 can be derived from the following observations. Let M be the maximum propagation delay between neighbouring processes [16] . Since a DIST message should have enough time to reach a neighbouring process before the next DIST message is generated, M timeout 1 . An entry should not expire before at least one DIST message is received from all the processes in the t-set. But, it should be checked for expiration after every process in the t-set had a chance to refresh its data. Therefore, a sufficient condition is
The value of timeout 1 should be large to avoid clogging the network with unnecessary messages. The value of timeout 2 expiration should be large enough to avoid overloading of the CPU or memory thrashing.
When a process i receives a DIST message from a node id = i, it updates the distance field by adding the length of the link used by the received message, and executes the macro UPDATE (Action 1.03). The macro UPDATE(id, dist, nbr) updates the entry in R corresponding to process id and the distance value received via neighbour nbr.
if (jIds(R)j , t) then /* not enough processes collected in t-set */ Newcell(R, id, dist, nbr, expiration) send DIST(id, dist) TO all nb [ fN v \ nbrg else /* select the process in R with the maximum Algorithm 3.1 SOLR algorithm Consider the following incorrect entry of some process v in R v for process u = v in the network:
.nbr ¼ w 1 (Figure 3) .
When a DIST message of process u reaches v via neighbour w 1 and UPDATE is executed, the entry in R becomes
If the link (u, w 3 ) or w 3 crashes (Figure 4) , then UPDATE changes the entry again as:
.nbr ¼ w 1 . Now, the shorter distance of 11 via s is accepted and the entry in R becomes R v [u] .dist ¼ 11 and R v [u].nbr ¼ s. R contains at most t entries. However, the space complexity for a process v is O((t þ d v ) log n) bits (where d v is the process degree) since N v needs to be maintained.
PROOF OF CORRECTNESS
In this section, we present the proof of correctness of Algorithm 3 together with an analysis of the stabilization time complexity (Theorem 4.1).
We consider all local computation times to be 0. Assume that d is the diameter of the network and V the set of all current processes. V is not used in the algorithm, it is used only in the self-stabilization proof. Assume that the value of expiration depends on the network diameter d.
We show that our algorithm maintains an optimal local routing towards the t closest processes. We prove this result using three steps. First, we show that only existing (or valid) process IDs are maintained in the routing tables (Lemma 1). Next, we prove that the distance to the existing processes is minimal (Lemma 2). Finally, we establish that only the t closest processes are chosen and their information is stored in the routing table (Lemma 3).
We consider a process u stored in the routing table R of some node v to be unavailable if one of the following situations occurred: u was never valid in the network; u did exist, but crashed later; u's path towards v became disconnected; or u has low power, so it does not participate in any processing and forwarding of messages.
We define the following legitimacy predicate over the system configuration that characterizes correct and up-to-date routing tables in every existing process
where L 1 ¼ ffor every process v with the routing table R v , 8u [ Ids(R v ): u is not an unavailable process and
.dist is the current minimum distance to idg L 3 ¼ ffor every process v with the routing table R v , 8u [ V: if u v id, for some id in R v , then u will be added to R v g.
In a legitimate state, the routing table in each process v contains only available process IDs that are reachable via available intermediate processes (predicate L 1 is true), the distance to those processes is minimal (predicate L 2 is true), and only the closer processes are chosen and added to the routing table (predicate L 3 is true).
To prove self-stabilization (Theorem 4.1), we show that starting from an arbitrary configuration, every computation of SOLR reaches a state in which L holds in finite time: for every process v with the routing table R v , Ids(R v ) includes the t available closest processes, i.e., Ids(R v ) is the t-set for process v. Proof. As stated in Section 3, variable N v is maintained by a lower layer protocol that is self-stabilizing [17, 18] .
If a neighbour nbr of v crashes, is out of range, or the wireless link between them is broken, then all the processes stored in R v that reach v via nbr, including nbr itself, are removed from R v (Action 1.02 is enabled at process v and remains so until it is executed).
A
.dist ¼¼ dist^ID_max . id) then /* we find a closer process by the order relation, so we add it to R by removing ID_max */ Delete(ID max, R) Newcell(R, id, dist, nbr, expiration) Proof. Upon receiving a DIST message from process id, the pair (dist, nbr) at process v is used to compare with the previous distance of v to id stored in the routing table. Whenever a smaller value is received, that value replaces the current one (so if we had an incorrect value, that value gets corrected).
Assume that the value stored in the routing table is incorrect and smaller than the correct one. In this case, from the pair (dist, nbr) obtained from DIST message delivery, the received value dist unconditionally supersedes the current dist value. Eventually, dist to id converges to the shortest distance of v to id. A LEMMA 2 (MINIMAL DISTANCE). The predicate L 2 is a closed attractor for C. The stabilization time for L 2 is O(d).
Proof. As long as no crashes occur, the value of R v [id].dist for any id [ Ids(R v ) is non-increasing. Whenever processes and/ or links are added (as shorter paths are discovered), the value decreases. Macro Update keeps in R v the current shortest distances to the processes in t-set. R v [id] .dist may change its content whenever some topology changes occur (new processes and/or links are added and/or removed).
The stabilization time for L 2 depends on the local computational time of each process for Action 1.03 (assumed to be 0), and on the time it takes for the message with the shortest distance to reach v. (The local computational time of Action 1.03 depends on t as R has t entries, but it is assumed to be 0).
The time for the message with the shortest distance to reach v is O(d) because in our asynchronous network we make no assumptions on the order the messages sent by a process are received by v. We do not assume that the shortest path messages will arrive first. Thus, the stabilization time for L 2 is O(d). A Processes are added to R v only using the macro UPDATE. Lemma 3 follows directly from Action 1.03. LEMMA 3 (ONLY CLOSEST PROCESSES). The predicate L 3 is a closed attractor for C. The stabilization time for L 3 is O(d).
Proof. UPDATE selects t processes in non-decreasing order of their distances to v. As long as no crashes occur, R v keeps the t closest processes. R v may change its content when new processes and/or links are added and/or removed.
The stabilization time for L 3 is O(d). The process v needs to wait for messages from all the processes that eventually will be in its t-set, with as small distance values as necessary to be selected in R.
A From Lemmas 1, 2 and 3, we arrive at the final result. THEOREM 4.1. Ids(R) will eventually contain the t closest processes. The stabilization time for L, which is also the stabilization time for the algorithm SOLR, is O(d).
Proof. From Lemma 1, all unavailable processes are eventually removed from R. From Lemma 2, R will eventually contain the lowest distance values towards Ids(R). Since the routing table accepts at most t entries, from Lemma 3, if a process is to be selected in the t-set, then it will be selected when its distance message reaches v.
The stabilization time for L, which is also the stabilization time for the algorithm SOLR, is the sum of all the stabilization times for L 1 , L 2 and L 3 . Therefore the stabilization time for
CONCLUSION
We have presented a self-stabilizing optimal routing scheme for wireless MANET. As high-speed networks become larger and larger, it is essential to design direct routing schemes with a relatively small memory requirement. The proposed protocol, SOLR, can cope with arbitrary initialization, frequent topology changes, possible non-existent global IDs, optimal routing, and fast access to the routing tables by higher layer protocols. It takes O(d) time units to stabilize, where d is the diameter of the network. The routing functions use O((t þ d)log(n)) bits at each process, where d is the process degree.
SOLR is an optimal local routing protocol and can be extended to a global routing protocol by using features specific to other protocols (e.g. hierarchical routing, cluster routing, interval routing, etc.). If we assume that the t-set represents the set of destinations for which the shortest path needs to be computed, our algorithm becomes an optimal on-demand routing protocol.
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